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Abstract: The high degree of centralisation that characterises many cloud-based services raises a
series of challenges in terms of (a) security, due to there being only a few points of failure or
attack, (b) privacy, due to the users’ lack of control over the collection and use of personal data,
and (c)  user autonomy, given that  users increasingly depend on third parties  services and
infrastructures. After analysing the drawbacks of traditional cloud computing platforms, this
article provides an overview of how civil society is progressively challenging the centralised
cloud establishment by providing decentralised alternatives to cloud computing which could
potentially help overcome these drawbacks.
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Cloud computing has radically  modified the way in which users  interact  with online data.
Increasingly, content or information is no longer stored locally into users’ devices, but is rather
exported into online data-centres, where it can be subsequently retrieved by users, on-demand,
regardless of the device they use. This offers a significant number of advantages to end-users,
mostly related to elasticity, scalability, and ubiquitous availability of content or data. Indeed,
people need no longer invest in their own hardware infrastructure and/or software architecture,
since  they  can  now  benefit  from  a  dynamic  provision  of  computing  resources,  which
automatically increase or decrease according to actual needs. Besides, given that the data is
stored in the cloud – as opposed to locally being stored on users’ devices – it becomes readily
available and accessible from anywhere and at any time (provided fast internet connection).
Files can be temporarily cached and/or simultaneously accessed from multiple devices, without
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the need of installing any specific software, and without having to worry about transferring files
or syncing them.

Yet,  the high degree of centralisation that characterises many cloud-based services raises a
series of challenges in terms of (a) security, due to there being only a few points of failure or
attack, (b) privacy, due to the users’ lack of control over the collection and use of personal data,
and (c)  user autonomy, given that  users increasingly depend on third parties  services and
infrastructures.

After having analysed the drawbacks of traditional cloud computing platforms, this article will
provide  an overview of  how civil  society  is  progressively  challenging the  centralised cloud
establishment  by  providing  decentralised  alternatives  to  cloud  computing  which  could
potentially help overcome these drawbacks.

DEPENDENCY CONCERNS
While technological advances in information and communication technologies (ICT) are often
regarded as an opportunity for social and individual empowerment (Loader & al., 2000; Becker,
2001; Garrett, 2006), there has been – ever since the massive rise in popularity of the personal
computer  –  an  inherent  tension  between  the  benefits  of  technology  in  terms  of  user’s
empowerment (Carlson, 2003) on the one hand, and the costs it entails in terms of increased
surveillance and control on the other hand (Bloomfield & al., 1992; Boyle, 1997; Barber, 1998).

Most  importantly,  the  shift  from  local  on-premises  operated  servers  to  foreign  servers
aggregating data from many different sources into a few centralised data centres is likely to
decrease the autonomy of users who become more and more dependent on the infrastructure
provided by the cloud providers. This concern has been strongly voiced by the Free Software
Foundation, according to which cloud computing is likely to significantly decrease the autonomy
of end-users, to the extent that cloud operators control the infrastructure of communication, the
online applications, as well as all the content or data available on the cloud (Wu & al., 2011).

As a result, to the extent that they do not require extensive storage capacity or computing power,
nor any particularly low response time or latency1,  many users’  devices are devolving from
powerful machines capable of running servers or applications on their own to increasingly small
and less powerful devices – such as laptops, netbooks, tablets, smartphones, or any other device
specifically  designed  to  rely  on  third  party  infrastructures,  platforms  and  online  services
provided by cloud providers (Lametti, 2012; De Filippi, 2013). As clearly illustrated by Jonathan
Zittrain,  professor  of  Internet  law at  Harvard Law School,  in  his  book “The future of  the
Internet, and how to stop it” (Zittrain, 2008), user’s devices are devolving from autonomous
systems  into  “tethered  appliances”  or  “dumb  terminals”  whose  functionalities  are  entirely
dependent  on  the  services  proposed  by  the  cloud  operators  (Zittrain,  2008;  p.  41).  Even
previously decentralised applications based on open and decentralised protocols (such as SMTP
for  email,  or  IRC  for  live  communication)  are  now  turning  into  centralised  cloud-based
applications (such as Hotmail, Gmail, Gtalk or Facebook for synchronous and asynchronous
communications).

Cloud computing raises therefore a series of ethical issues concerning users’ autonomy and
control (Timmermans & al, 2010). In spite of the decentralised nature of the internet, the advent
of cloud computing might, indeed, undermine the autonomy of users (De Filippi, 2013) who
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benefit from innovative and personalised online services at the costs of becoming increasingly
dependent on them (Haeberlen, 2010). Before the advent of cloud computing, even though
hardware manufacturers  could,  to  some extent,  regulate  users’  behaviour by implementing
specific  features  or  technical  constraints  into  particular  devices,  users  were  (at  least
theoretically) able to decide by themselves which applications to install and run on their own
devices. Today, given that most applications are stored and run directly from the cloud, power is
increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few large service providers, which have the ability to
determine exactly what can or cannot be done on their platforms. In addition to the obvious
concerns  that  this  might  entail  in  terms  of  data  privacy  and  security  (Nelson,  2009),
relinquishing control  over personal data or information can also undermine users’  right to
information self-determination (i.e. users’ ability to determine, by themselves, how information
can and will be used)2 - a right which Germany has recognised as one of the most important
parts of the general right of personality (Allgemeines Persönlichkeitsrecht).

DECENTRALISED ALTERNATIVES TO CLOUD
COMPUTING
Decentralised  alternatives  to  centralised  cloud  computing  platforms  could  significantly
contribute to eliminate – or to the least mitigate – these issues. Indeed, as the advantages of
cloud computing have become fairly well acknowledged by the public at large (Miller, 2008), a
number of initiatives stemming from civil  society have tried to overcome the drawbacks of
centralisation with the development of alternative, decentralised applications. While they do not
all rely on cloud computing technologies (i.e., virtualisation and distributed computing), most of
these  applications  are  presented  as  an  alternative  moving  away  from  traditional  cloud
computing architectures based on centralised data centres and, towards more decentralised
architectures  based on the deployment  peer-to-peer  networks  running on individual  user’s
devices – the so-called “edge computing” (Wang & al., 2012).

Skype is  perhaps one of  the first  and most  popular  cloud applications that  relies,  at  least
partially3,  on decentralised peer-to-peer architectures to route communications through the
network of connected users. Initially developed by the creators of Kazaa, Skype was designed as
a decentralised communication system allowing users to make voice-over-IP calls by sharing
data between peers. Yet, Skype has been subsequently purchased by a variety of corporations, so
that it nowadays combines a decentralised architecture and centralised management, as the
whole communication infrastructure is ultimately controlled by Microsoft.

Today, many more cloud applications are being developed in a decentralised manner, so as to
benefit from the advantages of cloud computing (as regards ubiquity, elasticity and scalability)
without having to bear the costs  and consequences of  centralisation in terms of  resources
dependency and control.

Most advanced in this respect is SlapOs, an open source software relying on edge computing
technologies for deploying decentralised cloud computing infrastructures. Recently selected to
fuel the data centre of the Ivory Coast’s Ministry of Interior, it supports various aspects of cloud
computing,  including  Infrastructure  as  a  Service  (IaaS),  Platform as  a  Service  (PaaS)  and
Software as a Service (SaaS). Similarly, the Clommunity project provides a series of tools and
applications  aimed  at  supporting  grassroots  communities  in  bootstrapping,  managing  and
operating community cloud services within the context of community-owned networks (mesh
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networks).  Other  popular  alternatives  to  centralised  cloud applications  are  OwnCloud and
CozyCloud, two open source software applications allowing people to run their own private
personal server (or “cloud”) to aggregate data into a single place to be subsequently reached
from anywhere and at any time. As opposed to traditional cloud applications, where all data is
controlled by a third party, these applications can be installed on personal servers, allowing for
users to maintain ownership and control over their own data. Similarly, Unhosted is a project
trying to break the monopoly established by traditional cloud providers over user’s data, by
separating the software application from the data it processes4">http://unhosted.org. Finally,
CrossCloud is a project run by Tim-Berners Lee (W3C Director and Professor at MIT) whose
goal is  to promote interoperability between different cloud services.  As such, the service is
intended to provide users with the freedom to move data and information among a variety of
hardware platforms, software applications, and social networks, while keeping their data and
social connections intact.

With regards to more specialised cloud computing platforms,  various initiatives have been
deployed to counteract the trend towards the growing centralisation of online services. Notable
examples of such platforms include Diaspora, a decentralised alternative to Facebook based on a
federated network of servers running on users’ devices; Kune, a distributed software providing
online real-time collaborative software to facilitate the coordination of online communities; and
MailPile, an alternative to the most popular web-based emails services, ultimately aimed at
helping users take back control over their own e-mails.

In most of these applications, the issue of data sovereignty is key (De Filippi & McCarthy, 2012).
Many of these applications have, indeed, been developed to counteract the establishment of
walled gardens – closed or proprietary platforms that users generally get trapped into (Lametti,
2012). Yet, even though they could – eventually – provide an attractive alternative to many
centralised online services, most of the applications are still under development and thus only
benefit from a very limited user-base.

More specialised applications also exist, which are specifically concerned with the issue of data
sovereignty and information self-determination. MyProfile is a project which purports to give
users back control  over the data they produce and share over the internet  by means of  a
centralised  and unified  user  accounts  whose  data  is  aggregated into  one  particular  device
controlled by the user. SquareTag is another service that helps people manage and keep track of
the things they own by endowing them with additional functionalities they would otherwise not
have; this is done by creating a personal and individual cloud service for any given object, along
with custom applications that enable people to interact with these objects. Finally, Stample is a
tool intended to help users build their own knowledge network by harvesting online content and
organising into a personal library, rating, highlighting, summarising or annotating content, to
eventually share it with selected peers in the network.

AUTONOMY GAINS
Most of these decentralised cloud applications are also designed to preserve the autonomy and
protect the privacy of end-users. Indeed, with the exception of Skype, which, as mentioned
above, is ultimately controlled by one single entity, decentralised alternatives to centralised
cloud computing platforms are - for the most part - autonomously deployed and independently
governed by a particular community of users who both benefit  from and contribute to the
successful operations of the cloud service (Graham, 2011).
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By relying exclusively on the computing resources of individual users’ devices, it becomes indeed
possible to create powerful and dynamic cloud environments which are not controlled by any
third party operator, but only and exclusively by the actual members of the community (Marinos
& Briscoe, 2009). Re-claiming ownership over the technical infrastructure of the cloud platform
allows users to more easily control the manner in which and the extent to which content or data
stored into the cloud will be accessed and subsequently exploited by the community (Wu & al.,
2010).

Given  the  various  proven  and  suspected  infringements  of  privacy  and  data  protection
regulations  committed  by  most  of  the  large  cloud  computing  operators  (such  as  Google,
 Facebook, Apple, etc),  users’ rights to privacy and information self-determination are likely to
be better  respected (and protected) in decentralised cloud computing architectures.  It  has,
however,  to  be  noted  that  decentralised  cloud computing  applications  might  entail  higher
management costs and greater security risks than their centralised counterparts, mainly due to
the need for coordinating a large number of untrusted and potentially malicious devices (Camp,
2003).

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The emergence of decentralised cloud applications has the potential  of  providing the same
benefits of more traditional cloud applications, without the drawbacks that usually come along
centralisation. This is not to say, however, that decentralised cloud applications are not devoid
of any problems. While they resolve some of the privacy and security challenges posed by
centralised online platforms (Mondal & Kitsuregawa, 2006; Tabaki & al., 2010), decentralised
architectures introduce a whole new series of concerns, mostly related to the difficulty to uphold
and enforce the law (Hughes & al., 2006). As such, decentralised cloud services can be regarded
as having two distinct – and to large extent divergent – effects, which significantly differ as
regards their policy implications:

On  the  one  hand,  decentralised  alternatives  to  cloud  computing  constitute  an  attempt  at
resolving some of the issues that have not yet been properly addressed by the law. These issues
include security, privacy and autonomy concerns affecting internet users who interact on a daily
basis with centralised cloud computing platforms and applications. Given the regulatory gap
that characterises the cloud computing industry5 and the lack of political interest in filling this
gap – especially in view of the pressure exerted by US government institutions such as the
National Security Agency (NSA), which actually expect online service providers to collect and
reveal data from their user-base – lobbying and advocacy from civil society is unlikely to result
in any practical  outcome before a  long period of  time.  As opposed to political  action,  the
implementation of decentralised cloud platforms can, therefore, essentially be regarded as an
attempt by civil society to complement and, in certain cases, to supplement the law, by relying
on a combination of technological means and distributed governance models.

On the other hand, however, decentralised cloud applications could jeopardize the regulatory
framework established so far to enforce national laws into the cyberspace. Indeed, in order to
regulate the activities of individual internet users, it is generally much easier for the state to rely
on large online intermediaries, such as cloud operators, and delegate to them the responsibility
to  enforce  legal  norms  onto  their  users  (Bartling  &  Fischbacher,  2012).  The  regime  of
intermediaries  liability  limitations  established  in  several  countries  across  the  world6  is  an
example of the growing tendency to rely on private enforcement mechanisms as a means to
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ensure proper application of the law in the digital world (Frydman & Rorive, 2002; Swartout,
2011). Yet, moving into the realm of decentralised architectures, it becomes more and more
difficult to establish the entity that could be regarded as an actual “intermediary.”  Given that
there  is  no central  data  centre  nor  entity  regulating the  operations  of  a  distributed cloud
application, no specific entity can be held liable for the traffic passing through the cloud’s peer-
to-peer network. In this regards, the question arises as to the extent in which the operators of
decentralized cloud services will be subject to the upcoming EU regulation7 on data protection to
the  extent  that  they  may or  may not  qualify  for  the  so  called  household exemption.  This
provision  already  exists  under  the  Data  Protection  Directive  of  1995.  It  excludes  "natural
person[s]  in  the  course  of  a  purely  personal  or  household  activity"  from being treated as
processors of data in the sense of the Directive.

Seen in this light, decentralised alternatives to cloud computing might no longer be regarded as
a complement to the law, but rather as a means to escape from traditional law enforcement
practices.  Indeed,  if  one  agrees  that  there  subsists  an  inherent  trade-off  between
decentralisation and control (Buchegger & Datta, 2009; Datta & al., 2010), it follows that the
greater the degree of decentralisation of any given online platform, the harder it will be for
anyone to exert any type of control over that platform. It is, in fact, very hard for the state to
regulate the activities of a large number of peers, whose identities are often unclear and whose
operations are much more difficult to monitor or control (David, 2010). Hence, while most of
the  centralised  cloud  computing  platforms  can  be  easily  regulated  and  controlled,  cloud
applications based on decentralised peer-to-peer networks could potentially be used to ignore,
or even bypass the law.

FOOTNOTES

1. In the realm of what some call the “tactile” internet - where there is a need for applications to
have an extremely low response time - processing power is moved towards the end-users and
storage is pushed back into users devices or decentralised servers in order to reduce latency to
the minimum.

2. Information self-determination has been defined by Cavoukian (2008) as the ability for users
to exercise personal control over the collection, use and disclosure of personal information by
third parties.

3. Skype is a hybrid peer-to-peer and client–server system, which relies on a central server of
communication, but also benefits from the bandwidth and background processing of computers
running the Skype software.

4. Unhosted implements a model whereby only the source code of an application is stored on the
web server, so that the application must first be downloaded onto the user’s device before it can
be executed. The advantage of this model is that users’ data could theoretically be hosted
anywhere, and – since it never goes through the web server – it cannot be illegitimately
exploited by a third party. More information on Unhosted cloud computing services is available
at 5. There is, to date, no comprehensive regulatory framework for cloud computing, the
industry is ultimately regulated by a large number of independent sectoral laws. In Europe, for
instance, despite the European Cloud Computing Strategy whose goal is to establish common
standards and best practices in the European cloud computing industry, there is still the need
for a coherent and harmonised pan-European regulatory framework for cloud computing, in
order to avoid legal uncertainty deriving from different (and sometimes inconsistent) policies
and laws in different countries. Similarly, in the US, the cloud computing industry is not
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regulated as such, it is indirectly regulated by a variety of national and statutory Acts related to
specific bodies of law, such as telecommunications, e-commerce, antitrust, and privacy. The
result is - again - a substantial degree of legal uncertainty: given the transnational scope of many
cloud services, it is often difficult to assess, precisely, the laws which cloud operator should be
subject to. For more details on this issue, see e.g. Kshetri (2012); Sluijs & al. (2011); Wood &
Anderson (2011).

6. Intermediary liability limitations regime considerably vary in their scope from one country to
another. Most rely, however, on the ability of intermediaries of policing the Internet on the
behalf of the State. See e.g. provisions of the European e-Commerce Directive (2000/31/EC)
and the European Directive on the enforcement of intellectual property rights (2004/48/EC) for
Europe; the Digital Millenium Copyright Act of 1998 and the provisions of the Anti-
Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) for the US; the Australian Commonwealth Copyright
Act, the Broadcasting Services Act and the Racial Discrimination Act of 1975 for Australia; the
Canada’s Copyright Act of 1921, as amended by bills C-60, C-61, C-32 and C-11, etc.

7. To the extent that the current EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC does not properly take
into account recent technological developments such as cloud computing, the European
Commission has submitted a proposal to update and unify data protection regulations within
the European Union through a single General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), that should
be adopted in 2014.
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